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Dear Valued Investor:
As we look ahead to the summer months, we cannot help but think what a challenging year it’s been so far. At the
same time, we are encouraged by the resiliency and accelerated innovation among US businesses and the efforts
by our national, state, and local governments to support our communities. And we continue to be amazed by the
unparalleled dedication and cooperation among our front-line healthcare professionals and medical researchers to
see us through to the other side of this health crisis.
In a similar way, the recent strength of the financial markets appears to be looking beyond continued economic
weakness. Much of the economic news has been dismal, and there may be more bad news ahead, but economic
data is backward-looking. It is important to remember that the stock market looks forward.
Economic numbers are still negative, but they are not as bad as they were a month ago, and that has usually been
a prelude to things starting to get better. New claims for unemployment are still historically high, but they have
improved eight weeks in a row, and the total number of people on the unemployment rolls has started to drop (US
Labor Bureau). Manufacturing activity contracted in May, according to the Institute for Supply Management
Purchasing Managers’ Index, but it was better than the prior month for the first time since January. And new home
sales rose in the most recent US Census Bureau data for April, when they were widely expected to collapse.
Small businesses are anticipating better times ahead, too. In a recent survey by the National Federation of
Independent Business (NFIB), small businesses expressed the most optimism about the economy improving than
at any time in the last year and a half. And if they expect improvement, they will prepare for it—by retaining or
rehiring workers, restocking inventories, and continuing to follow best practices for keeping customers safe.
Looking forward also means gauging the ongoing impact of fiscal support. In the United States, Congress is
working on a new stimulus package. The European Commission recently announced an unprecedented 750billion-euro stimulus. Japan has announced additional stimulus that could bring its total pandemic response to 40%
of that country’s gross domestic product (GDP). While debt levels are rising and may have to be addressed in the
future, these current fiscal actions continue to play an important role in limiting any long-term economic damage
from the recession.
The stock market may have gotten a little ahead of itself, and there still may be bouts of volatility, but recent gains
in the S&P 500 Index are not out of character. Like us, the markets are seeing things to look forward to. Consider
the recent rally as the stock market’s version of anticipating dinner out with friends, enjoying a ballgame, or
planning a vacation. These may not be right around the corner, and there may be setbacks along the way, but the
plans have been made.
One important factor to note that has come from the CARES Act, is that you now have a limited window of
opportunity to rollover money from your 401k into an IRA annuity in 2020. There are many options in the annuity
world that may be of benefit when it comes to retirement planning. If you are in the last 10-15 years of your career,
you may want to roll money into an annuity that would give you some protection from loss, potential for strong
growth, and/or guaranteed income. Please contact us to review your unique situation and to see if adding an
annuity to your investment strategy makes sense.
In the meantime, stay safe, thank you for supporting your local small businesses, and please contact us with any
questions.
Sincerely,
Teresa Adams and Dave Reed
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Important Information
This material is for general information only and is not intended to provide specific advice or recommendations for any individual.
There is no assurance that the views or strategies discussed are suitable for all investors or will yield positive outcomes.
Investing involves risks including possible loss of principal. Any economic forecasts set forth may not develop as predicted and
are subject to change.
References to markets, asset classes, and sectors are generally regarding the corresponding market index. Indexes are
unmanaged statistical composites and cannot be invested into directly. Index performance is not indicative of the performance of
any investment and do not reflect fees, expenses, or sales charges. All performance referenced is historical and is no guarantee
of future results.
All data is provided as of June 3, 2020.
Any company names noted herein are for educational purposes only and not an indication of trading intent or a solicitation of
their products or services. LPL Financial does not provide research on individual equities.
All index data from FactSet.
This Research material was prepared by LPL Financial, LLC. All information is believed to be from reliable sources; however,
LPL Financial makes no representation as to its completeness or accuracy.
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